
First in Kansai! Miniature artworks & photo exhibition in LUCUA OSAKA in September 

Precisely-made, strictly-selected small world will be exhibited! 

 

 

BACON CO., LTD. is going to hold “The World of Miniature Photo Exhibition in Osaka”, 

the joint photo & goods sales exhibition of miniature photo made into details just like the 

real ones, for the first time from Wednesday September 25th to Monday September 30th. 

This time, there will be limited goods only available on site in addition to new artworks 

limited in Osaka. 

 

 

 
 

URL： http://tgs.jp.net/event/miniature-lucua 

 

■ Largest scale of creators & flying miniature artwork!? 

For this first time Osaka exhibition, there will be Rikko (@mysiderikko) with more than 

60,000 followers in Instagram, K.C.Factory(@fanlab.kokoro) and also Ayako Takeda 

(@ayako_takeda) and Mikako Nishi (@nishi_mikako) are going to exhibit. It’s their first time 

to be in exhibition so it’s a must-see! For goods sales, there will be 

Chip2007(@chipchip2007) so popular that all goods will be sold just after delivery and 

malohaparadise(@malohaparadise) popular with miniature stuffed doll and sweets will be 

selling handmade miniature goods in limited numbers. There will be 150 artworks and more 

than 1000 goods sales so everyone can enjoy!! 



 

● Miniature artwork only in Osaka, flying Halloween & Crane game 

K.C.Factory(@fanlab.kokoro)’s “Flying Halloween” will be exhibited for the first time in 

Osaka. This artwork with more than 100 hours work will continue flying during this 

exhibition! Also, malohaparadise(@malohaparadise) popular with miniature sweets will 

exhibit miniature UFO catcher. Please enjoy artwork made in to detail such as stuffed 

doll in the UFO catcher machine! 

 

■ Experience miniature art creation!! Everyday, workshop!! 

Instructor: Mikako Nishi 

Creation: Shirokuma Frappe 

Fee: 1890 JPY 

Date: Wednesday September 25th, Thursday 26th and Friday 27th 

 

Instructor: T2*CRAFT 

Creation: Miniature wall hanging  

Fee: 1800 JPY 

Date: Saturday September 28th, Sunday 29th and Monday 30th 

 
■What’s “The world exhibition of miniature photos”? 

A miniature model that is so sophisticated that it looks like real. Each artwork contains the detailed 

world view of the creator. Though you may think it’a photo but actually, it was a fake fabricated world. 

In this exhibition with photo artworks and 3D artworks at the same time, visitors would wonder in the 

world of miniature. You can take photo in the exhibition so you can take your original photo from 

various angles and upload to your SNS. 

 

 

■ Exhibition Overview 

Exhibition Name: “The World of Miniature Photo Exhibition in Osaka” 

Date:  Wednesday September 25th to Monday September 30th, 10:00 to 21:00 

Close:  No closed day 

Site:  LUCUA HALL, 9th floor of LUCUA OSAKA 

  3-1-3 Umeda, Kitaku, Osaka 〒530-0001 

Fee:  500 JPY/Free for children of 3-year-old or under 

Host:  BACON CO., LTD. 

 

 

 

 



■What’s BACON CO., LTD? 

We suggest exhibition project with aims such as holding/suggesting/promoting high-

quality exhibition in and out of Japan, increasing visitors and improving image. We produce 

event from negotiation with creators, interior/exhibition layout, print of artwork to 

advertisement. 

http://www.bacon.in.net 

 

 

■What`s “TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO “ 

Opened in July 2014 in Asakusabashi. With the objective to transfer Art, done numerous 

projects such as 

“Ambiguous☆Beauty Girl Art Exhibition”, “Changing Ruins VS Factory Night View where 

you can actually visit 

Exhibition” and “Snub Nose Exhibition”. “The World of Thigh Photos Exhibition” in Golden 

Week 2016 had more 

than 15,000 visitors in total. Its representative exhibition “Neko-Break Exhibition” gained 

more than 600,000 visitors 

in total including local visiting exhibitions within 2 years after opening. One of the best 

galleries in Tokyo making 

news. Opening new gallery in Nagoya in September 2017. Projects and planning are all 

done by Yuki Asaoka, the creative director. 
 


